Echo Collection

LIGHTING
NEVER
SOUNDED
SO
GOOD

LightArt®
Style C
The New Fin Shape
Gradients & Colors
Playful, versatile, dynamic

Spanning Grids
Customizable, modular, shapes
Echo One

Bright, impactful, performance

The Echo One addresses spaces asking for a feature piece, as a geometric focal point with notable acoustic properties.
A Spectrum of Color Choices

Choose from 15 stock color options

CONFIGURATION

Specify Echo in different configurations and fin styles to achieve intriguing geometric patterns engineered to absorb sound.
SINGLE PENDANT

Specify Echo as a single pendant to leave more ceiling space visible for a high acoustic impact light fixture.
Grid Configurations

Customize your space with modular grids

ECHO

Echo example configuration grids.

SQUARE GRID  RUNNING BOND  TRIANGLE GRID  CUSTOM GRID
ECHO ONE

Echo One example configuration grids.
1237 Fullerton | SPECIFIER Pappageorge Haymes Partners | MATERIAL Style B Fin in CAST

CreditSights | SPECIFIER Kostow Greenwood Architects | MOUNTING Fin in NICKEL
AXIS CAFE | SPECIFIER DP3 Architects | MATERIALS Unlit Echo, Style B Fin in ZINC

AG Resource Management | SPECIFIER Halbach Dietz | MATERIALS Style B Fin in EBONY
**ECHO**

**Renditions and Dimensions**

- **ECHO 35”—8 Fin Style A**
- **ECHO 47”—8 Fin Style A**
- **ECHO 35”—12 Fin Style A**
- **ECHO 47”—12 Fin Style A**
- **ECHO 35”—8 Fin Style B**
- **ECHO 47”—8 Fin Style B**
- **ECHO 35”—12 Fin Style B**
- **ECHO 47”—12 Fin Style B**
- **ECHO 35”—8 Fin Style C**
- **ECHO 47”—8 Fin Style C**
- **ECHO 35”—12 Fin Style C**
- **ECHO 47”—12 Fin Style C**

**Canopy / Dress Plate Finish Options**

- White
- Silver
- Black

**Ceiling Connection**

Cable and cord to canopy standard.

5” Dia canopy
ECHO ONE

NEW COLOR NEW PART NUMBERS

Oxford
Mineral
Ruby

Admiral Citrine
Mineral
Hunter
Armor
Aries

EXISTING COLORS NEW PART NUMBERS DISCONTINUED

Oxford
Ebony
Moon

NEW COLOR NEW PART NUMBERS

Ruby
Aries
Zinc

EXISTING COLORS NEW PART NUMBERS DISCONTINUED

Oxford
Ebony
Moon

NEW COLOR NEW PART NUMBERS

Oxford
Ebony
Moon

NEW COLOR NEW PART NUMBERS

Oxford
Ebony
Moon

RENDERINGS AND DIMENSIONS

51" Dia x 14" H
Fin Style A

63" Dia x 14" H
Fin Style A

63" Dia x 14" H
Alternating Fins

51" Dia x 14" H
Fin Style B

63" Dia x 14" H
Fin Style B

63" Dia x 14" H
Alternating Fins

51" Dia x 14" H
Fin Style C

63" Dia x 14" H
Fin Style C

63" Dia x 14" H
Alternating Fins

CANOPY / DRESS PLATE FINISH OPTIONS

White Silver Black

CEILING CONNECTION

Cable to ceiling and cord to canopy standard.

7.5" Dia canopy with 8" Dia face plate.
ECHO

HARDWARE
TGIC- free powder coated canopy. Stainless steel cable and machined hardware with nickel plated brass gripper to allow for adjustable hanging height.

SHADES
Fins and hubs made from 9mm thick PET felt manufactured with 50% post-consumer recycled content. Available in 15 standard colors, shown below.

LIGHTING
Fixtures are supplied with dimmable 120v LED lamps (U.S. only) and are compatible with TRIAC style dimmers such as a Lutron DV600P. Echo is not 0-10v dimming compatible.
9.5w, 3000k, 800 lumen, 120v is standard.
Higher output options:
12.2w, 3000k, 1100 lumen, 120v
17.5w, 3000k, 1600 lumen, 120v

ELECTRICAL
Standard 8’ long 3 conductor 18 gauge white halogen-free cord. Black and silver cords are optional (silver cords are not halogen-free). Longer 20’ cord length is also an option.

MOUNTING
12” - 96” fully adjustable stainless steel aircraft cable, contact your LightArt rep for additional lengths up to 20’.

CERTIFICATIONS
Luminaire is UL listed conforming to UL Standard 1598 in the U.S. and CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 250.0 in Canada.

WARRANTY
Five-year warranty on all standard components.

ECHO ONE

HARDWARE
TGIC - free powder coated canopy. Removable powder coated lid. Canopy and dress plate mounted to standard junction box. 3/64” stainless steel cable to ceiling.

SHADES
Fins and hubs made from 9mm thick PET felt manufactured with 50% post-consumer recycled content. Available in 15 standard colors, shown below.

LIGHTING
Solid State LED System, 120V-277V input, 0-10v dimming compatible, 3000k, 80 CRI light source
34w LED Lumens 2400 (estimated)

WARRANTY
Five-year warranty on all standard components.

COLOR OPTIONS

Jasper  Aries  Citrine  Nightfall  Emerald  Dusk  Admiral  Ebony  Mineral  Driftwood  Dune  Cast  Armor  Nickel  Zinc